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Follow You Home
WOW...imagination like only a little boy can have, captured in a picture book! Sam Sam is a four year old boy whose imagination sees his cubby friends, Marzipan (his faithful cat - who also
talks), Spoon, Dish and Tock (the cubby wall clock) come to life and join him on each adventure. The cubby house is the first in the series and sees Sam lead his friends on an adventure
where seas are filled with chocolate; mountains are made of marshmallow, giant vanilla icebergs and much more. This book is superbly illustrated and children will want to read the story over
and over, as they too will imagine sharing Sam Sam's adventure.
David, Rebecca, Karter, Adara, and Ethan are five extraordinary teenagers who have all been though the tribulations, and heartaches that life has to offer. Everything though drastically
changes for the better in their lives the day they encounter Avram the Great from the seventh dimension, who bestows to them supernatural powers through the help of the five Garva stones.
The five of them have been predestined by Avram to unite as a group, and to nurture their powers for the next seven years to come. It is up to The Tenacious Five to protect earth, and all of
mankind from the sinister Zeviathan, and his fleet of dark-hellion-demons the Nephilim's.
He is watching her... The chillingly brilliant read from Mark Edwards and Louise Voss, the bestselling authors of Catch Your Death.
‘Wow this book was amazing… totally thrilling and had me hanging on to every word… Leaves you wanting more… Well worth 5 stars, in fact I wish I could give it more.’ Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5
stars Her bare arms are scratched and bleeding as she runs through the forest. The light fades behind her but she must keep running. She knows what will happen to her if she stops… The
body of Amos Price lies in a pool of blood on the polished floor of an otherwise empty house in the small town of Black Rock Falls. With no signs of a break in, and no clues left at the scene,
Detective Jenna Alton is at a loss. But as the team begins to unpick the life of the reclusive victim, they discover a disturbing link between Amos and the disappearance of several young girls
in the county going back years. Days later, Ely Dorsey’s body is found in a remote motel on the outskirts of town. Jenna fears not only that the murders are connected to the missing girls, but
that the killer hasn’t finished yet. As Jenna tries to work out who will be next, the killer suddenly sends her deputy, David Kane, messages. Is she being taunted? Or does the murderer want to
be caught? And will Jenna discover who’s behind these killing before more people die? An absolutely nail-biting thriller with plenty of twists, Follow Me Home is perfect for fans of Robert
Dugoni, Karin Slaughter and Rachel Abbott. **Each Kane and Alton book can be read as part of the series or as a standalone** What readers are saying about Follow Me Home: ‘I absolutely
love D.K. Hood… an amazing author!!... a book that I absolutely devoured! From cover to cover you’re gripped. I can’t wait for the next one!!’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A huge five star
rating for a fantastic book… kept me gripped throughout and I loved it.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Wowsers… a cracking thriller… a tantalising read… thrilling and sometimes chilling… on the
hook from start to finish.’ Jen Med’s Book Reviews ‘Five massive stars, a phenomenal read which will certainly have me coming back for more.’ Sweet Little Book Blog, 5 stars ‘I absolutely,
totally, utterly flipping well LOVED this book… one of those stories that really does grab you by the throat and keeps your attention until the last word.’ Ginger Book Geek, 5 stars ‘I was
completely addicted to the story. I flew through the pages and read the book in an evening – I would have struggled to put it down!!’ Donna’s Book Blog, 5 stars ‘The thrill of the investigation
mixed with the intensity of the storyline was just phenomenal, I honestly couldn’t have asked for more in a book… A cracking novel which packs more than one punch.’ The Writing Garnet
‘It’s dark undertones and thrilling twists make for a compulsive read… If you love taut crime thrillers that keep you guessing then I recommend reading this gripping book.’ Dash Fan Book
Reviews ‘I loved this book… had me gripped from the start… didn’t want it to end.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘The best novel from this genre that I have read in a long time.’ Waggy Tales
Dog Blog ‘Great addition to a great series. I loved the first two books in this series and number three does not disappoint… I never guessed who the culprit was!... Already looking forward to
book four.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Held me breathless to the very end.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Until the last chapter the author succeeded in keeping the killer a secret and I kept
racking my brain, but I would never have guessed who it was.’ B for Bookreview
Follow You HomeThomas & Mercer
An Amazon Charts bestseller. A missing child. A desperate mother. And a house full of secrets. Two years ago, Julia lost her family in a tragic accident. Her husband drowned trying to save
their daughter, Lily, in the river near their rural home. But the little girl's body was never found--and Julia believes Lily is somehow still alive. Alone and broke, Julia opens her house as a
writers' retreat. One of the first guests is Lucas, a horror novelist, who becomes obsessed with finding out what happened to Lily. But within days of his arrival, the peace of the retreat is
shattered by a series of eerie events. When Lucas's investigation leads him and Julia into the woods, they discover a dark secret--a secret that someone will do anything to protect... What
really happened that day by the river? Why was Lily never found? And who, or what, is haunting the retreat? From the bestselling author of Follow You Home and The Magpies comes his
most terrifying novel yet.
DID MY SHIBA FOLLOW YOU HOME TODAY? is a whimsical, rhyming story told by a little girl who thinks her inquisitive Shiba Inu dog has escaped the yard. The little girl describes a cast of
interesting characters who the dog encountered that day and imagines why her dog may have followed one of them home to play. The author uses rhyming, describing words and various
question forms in the language format of this childrens book. The story is written at a level that young children can be easily engaged in oral retelling after reading with an adult. Appropriate for
age levels 4- 7 years old.
A Lioness tale: Kumani is in search of better living arrangements because she does not like living in the African wild and doing what normal lions and lionesses do. In her mind, she is a queen
and she wants to be treated as such. She longs to move away from all the danger, which includes hunting and fighting. In her desire to want better, she takes off in search of a regal place.
Do you feel like you struggle to make time for everything? We are living in a time-poor society, working more than ever and with less time for ourselves and family. The pressures and stress of
the obligations we feel we have, often leave us without time to do everything that we would like to. More critically, we lack the time to reflect, review our lives and consider our direction. Time to
contemplate if the decisions we are making are going to lead us to a life of purpose or an old age filled with regret. Time for Anything is based on 5 years of research by Craig D Robinson.
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Using the techniques in this book, Craig went from working in an entry level position to, in just four years: start 2 companies, recharge with 12 weeks holiday a year, start a family, grow and
sell his startups and retire at the age of 34. This book shows you how you too can have time for it all.
Gregory Miller writes: ..".time fades old frights." A clever line yet not quite true, if one is to believe these stories, many of which feature the departed and their undiminished entanglement with
the living. Miller walks an undulating line between the creepy and nostalgic, the macabre and sweet, the malevolent and innocent - a provocative blend that leaves the reader wistful for many
who have passed, but also relieved to leave some of the more vindictive spirits behind. In short, this collection, his third, is a tapestry of diverse tales that resonate in surprising and unusual
ways.
Self-made man and renowned Baptist minister Russell Conwell helped to usher in a paradigm shift in Christian thinking in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries -- and also managed
to help remake the self-help genre in the process. The Key to Success is a comprehensive overview of Conwell's philosophy, and it's chock-full of ideas that will help you make your wildest
dreams of success come true.
Women were made for men; at least that is what the bible says. The bible actually has a lot of lessons on how you can understand women and get them to like you easily. Well this book is not
a sermon; however it filled with sacred truths of how you can walk up from where you are right now and pick up women right, left and center with no fear. There is a good and better way to
approach girls but what you will find in this book is the best way. Find out more inside.
Clutter has a negative effect on your life. You want to live differently, but you haven't been able to make progress. Marcie Lovett, author of The Clutter Book, will motivate you to make the
changes you want. Learn to let go of what you don't need and find room for what you value. The direct, accessible writing style and interactive exercises will inspire you to succeed. In this
book, Marcie guides you through the process of letting go of the clutter that is keeping you from achieving success. Whether your clutter is caused by things, commitments or thoughts, Marcie
encourages you to make the choices to conquer your challenges. If previous attempts at letting go of clutter have not been successful for you, you will benefit from the motivation and wisdom
Marcie offers. Written in a straightforward and accessible style, filled with insight and real-life stories, the book enables readers to learn from the experience of others and overcome obstacles
to success. You will understand why you keep clutter, save time and money by avoiding unnecessary purchases, discover the habits that hold you back, find ways to fight procrastination and
create systems that allow you to retrieve and return items. Whether you want to live with less or live with what you have, this is the book for you.
How does it feel to be here and there - at the same time? Maxwell Greyson refers to himself as a project manager but really only makes use of that title in an attempt to mask his
ridiculousness, which is something that has plagued him all of his life. He unwittingly embarks on a quest to find what he's always sought. He finds it, or rather he finds something, but doesn't
know exactly how to process it or what to do with it. What ensues is a journey that starts at zero and ends up near the edge of the multiverse. Or is it the other way around?
A Irish Love Story Annie Foster stays in Ireland after boarding school to nanny a widower's infant daughter. Five years later, the widower proposes.Her first love Chad Jones, whom she
believes abandoned her, arrives weeks before the wedding on an undercover assignment probing her fiancé's connection with IRA terrorists. Chad's determined to change Annie's mind and
her heart because he's never stopped loving her. Which man will claim Annie's heart?
A planet plagued with tumult from outsiders and divided by its own religious dichotomy could face extinction if their faiths are not united and an unholy artifact is destroyed. Safiro, the God of
Death, and Sanguina, the Goddess of Life, created two heroes (Vytametas) -- mirror twins separated at birth yet destined to meet in a place where the future of their world will be decided by
their powers. The only people who know not the ultimate purpose of the legendary Vytametas are the young heroes themselves. While the teenage Vytametas learn of their world and of their
mission, they will be turned against each other by the two faiths they are meant to save: the demented Safiric Brotherhood and the shady Sanguinic Sisterhood.
Can't get enough of Mark Edwards's Follow You Home? Dive a little deeper into his world, discover hidden treasures, and hang out with Daniel and Laura just a little longer with this Sidekick.Warning: This is
an independent companion to Follow You Home, meant to enhance your experience of the novel. If you have not yet bought Mark Edwards's novel, make sure to purchase it before buying this unofficial
Sidekick.Daniel and Laura had planned the perfect trip: a whirlwind tour of Europe before heading back to England to settle down and start a family. But a single mistake leads them off the beaten path and
into the dark woods of Romania . . . and what they find there will change the course of their lives forever.Mark Edwards is known for his gripping psychological thrillers. The chilling bestseller Follow You Home
is his fourth critically acclaimed solo novel; he has also co-written five novels with Louise Voss.With this Sidekick, you'll: * Learn what you might have missed on your first read of Edwards's novel * Discover
some of the book's secret gems and underlying themes * Explore possible alternate endings and imagine ideas for a prequel * Spend some more time with the characters you've come to know and love,
delving deep into their psyches and hidden motivesSidekicks are entertaining and insightful reading companions, filled with delightful commentary and thought-provoking questions. Readers have raved that
they "really put you in touch with the many layers of the novel," "keep you entertained even longer," and are "perfect if you want a vivid understanding of the story." Designed to be read side by side with the
novels they complement, they'll give you even more reasons to love some of today's best books.
Detailed guide to making 21 dinosaur toys including soft sculpture, wind toys, puppets, and wearables.
Andrew Sumner is certain that new flame Charlie is the woman of his dreams, until strange things begin happening to him and misfortune strikes his loved ones, forcing him to face a frightening prospect.
From the bestselling author of The House Guest comes a chilling story set deep in the woods... With his marriage over and his career in freefall, journalist Tom decides to reconnect with his fourteen-year-old
daughter, Frankie. Desperate to spend precious time together now that they live an ocean apart, he brings her to Hollow Falls, a cabin resort deep in the woods of Maine. From the outset there's something a
little eerie about the place--strange whispers in the trees, windchimes echoing through the forest--but when Tom meets true-crime podcasters David and Connie, he receives a chilling warning. Hollow Falls
has a gruesome history: twenty years ago this week, a double slaying shut down the resort. The crime was never solved, and now the woods are overrun with murder-obsessed tourists looking to mark the
grim anniversary. It's clear that there's something deeply disturbing going on at Hollow Falls. And as Tom's dream trip turns into a nightmare, he and Frankie are faced with a choice: uncover the truth, or get
out while they still can.
"After a perfect start, Daniel and Laura's travels end abruptly when they are thrown off a night train in the middle of nowhere. To find their way back to civilisation, they must hike along the tracks through a
forest. It's a haunting journey that ends in unimaginable terror. Back in London, Daniel and Laura vow never to talk about what they saw that night. But as they try to fit back into their old lives, it becomes
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clear that their nightmare is just beginning ..."--Page 4 of cover.
"A book about loggerhead sea turtles, and a girl's attempts to help save their babies from man-made light."-Steve is just an ordinary guy living in a rural town north of Toronto. And when the world goesto shit, everyone looks to him for help. Heck, he even gets a girlfriend out of it. But survival in a broken world can
be tough when everyone wants to have what you have. Even the corpses lumber after him through the adventure of staying alive. The topper of his whole existence is the bikers, they blame him for everything
that happens. And when things go real wrong, they try to take their revenge. Little do they know he has friends. From the mind of Douglas Owen comes the story of the zombie apocalypse as it unfolds just
north of Toronto. Steve is nice, polite, caring, and trying to survive in a country with gun control laws.
Not your typical letter book, this story uses the alphabet to express the hopes and desires we have for every young life. The words engage the reader and the rhythm entertains the young learner. The
illustrations complement the story but also offer additional learning opportunities with the use of color, letters and animals. This story is more than just an alphabet book but a celebration of all the wonders of
life.
Shortly after the Civil War, the U.S. Army is commissioned to oversee Yellowstone Park in a bid to protect the wildlife within its bounds from trappers, miners and hunters. But some beasts will always be
considered more valuable than others, and some men will do anything to acquire wealth. Within days, two rogue cavalry officers furtively enter the park and steal a white she-wolf from her den. Little do those
men realize, however, that the she-wolf is also highly valued by her pack, and that they will do anything to retrieve her... Three Wolves is a fable, told not through the eyes of men, but wolves, as they engage
on a very dangerous quest to return the she-wolf to her den in the Unnamed Valley. It is a tale of hope and courage, of omens, dreams and superstition, and one in which you may at last be persuaded to
believe that wolves know more about nature and the earth than men.
She’s desperate to leave the past behind her. But fear has a way of following.Lynda McGowan knows all about stalkers. Her father, a jaded musician with local acclaim, was brutally killed by his. When a
friend begs her to play a few shows with his band after their lead singer’s sudden departure, she can’t resist the opportunity to live out the dream she left behind after her father died. But it isn’t long before a
series of mysterious and disturbing events occur, and she senses she’s being watched—just like her father was. Still, Lynda forces herself to refute the connection. After all, his killer is dead. Is she paranoid?
Or is she being followed as part of a dangerous game? And how far must things go before someone believes her? Follow Her Home is an edge-of-your-seat psychological suspense novel. If you like
atmospheric stories, determined characters, and spine-tingling twists, then you’ll love Emerald O’Brien’s new page-turner. Includes a downloadable original song by singer-songwriter Adrienne Ashley that
features in the story.
Brand alchemist, prime minister whisperer and shadow trend tweaker, Jones Byrne did his best contract work remotely, hidden in the seams of his upstate New York factory loft. But one mystery client has
made an irresistible offer that will pull him back into the light, and force him to face his greatest failure: his degenerate expat past life in Tokyo. He had barely escaped, just a year ago, before everything
flipped upside down and Japan dropped a veil over its largely depopulated, earthquake-scarred cities, cutting off all contact with the outside world. That's around the time the rumors began. They said that
Tokyo had returned to its dark, old ways. But this time, warped and infected by the pharmacological and technological graffiti of 2043.This version of Tokyo was a place no foreigner had been unfortunate
enough to lay eyes upon. Until now. Byrne's mystery client promised to make him well and truly wealthy, for just one day's work. Just one day. But this will be the hardest day's work of Byrne's life, if he can
make it out of Tokyo alive.
In this sweet and lyrical board book from the creators of the bestselling Little You, gentle rhythmic text captures the wonder new parents feel as they welcome baby into the world. A celebration of the bond
between parent and child, this is the perfect song to share with your little ones. Internationally renowned storyteller and bestselling author Richard Van Camp teams up with award-winning illustrator Julie Flett
for a second time to create a stunning board book for babies and toddlers.
"A farmer and entrepreneur, Chase is a man of many abilities. Now he is being asked to use those abilities, and his own particular skills with a sword and bow, to assist an alien planet. This means trading a
valuable resource that the planet harbours to convince the Inter-galactic Federation to repair its failing sun" -- Back cover.
An inspirational and handy book of consciousness and love. Bring it with you on your daily journey for happiness everywhere you go.
Travis Maurice Walker or otherwise known as Travis Grizzly is an American ex-Green Beret sniper who fought in the Afghanistan war. The six-foot-five, three-hundred-pound soldier was trained exceptionally
well in hand-to-hand combat. In all his years he has never experienced defeat, even in the most extreme circumstances. In short, Travis Walker was born to be the perfect soldier-the perfect killing
machine.On his final tour to Afghanistan, a week before coming home, Travis was struck in the head by an enemy's sniper bullet; it left him clinging to life. By miracle he survived, but would never be the
same. Afterwards he moved to Lake City, Colorado along with his beautiful wife to not only continue the healing process, but to start a new life. With less than four hundred living souls in this historically rich
city, it made for a perfect secluded area to keep a man that was programmed to kill safely within his isolated cage. No one knew they had a walking time bomb living next door until the day the cage was left
open. A record-breaking winter storm takes the city hostage, isolating the residents from the rest of the world in a blizzard-like prison. A perfect mixture of adultery, mistrust, and murder will unleash a terrible
evil upon the city, hell-bent on wiping out an entire family, along with anyone who dares get in the way. But another force, a seemingly darker one, will simply be-hell-bent.
Another day another drama as the saga continues. Asia Harrington had no idea of what she was getting into when she got with a married business owner name, Bryce Fowler. But, she soon will learn the
hard way like most side chicks do. Bryce didn't exactly get away unscathed and now he's reaping from the poisonous seeds that he has sowed. Shay has been losing so long that she just might win. Annalise
is on her India Arie and ready for love, but can Ashley say the same? Sierra thought she would get her happy ending but will it be with the one she first gave her heart too? Watch the drama unfold when what
happened last night turns into what's happening now?

It was supposed to be the trip of a lifetime, a final adventure before settling down. After a perfect start, Daniel and Laura s travels end abruptly when they are thrown off a night train in the
middle of nowhere. To find their way back to civilisation, they must hike along the tracks through a forest a haunting journey that ends in unimaginable terror. Back in London, Daniel and Laura
vow never to talk about what they saw that night. But as they try to fit back into their old lives, it becomes clear that their nightmare is just beginning "Follow You Home" is a chilling tale of
secrets, lies and deadly consequences from the author of #1 bestsellers "The Magpies" and "Because She Loves Me.""
A novel exploring the heart of a family focuses on the courage, love, and devotion of one mother as she tries to find the strength to forgive her ex-husband, the father of their exceptional child,
with the help of her brother-in-law, the town pediatrician.
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Possessing investigative instincts and a long-standing love affair for noir novels, Juniper Song is asked to discover the truth about her friend's father's alleged affair with a young paralegal only
to become embroiled in a crime involving a dead body in her trunk, a dangerous family dynamic and deeply hidden secrets from her own life. A first novel. 20,000 first printing.
Life in lower class as offspring of a notorious thief was simple for the Quartar daughters until accidental mishaps with the other classes of society turn their dirt poor lives around for worse and
better. Eight young women are taken from the slums into the high class world they never understood only at first to find betrayal, suffering, scandal, revenge and corruption. Then, before they
know it they are wrapped in the grandest scandal their country of Galli has ever seen. The kingdom of Cretaine is trying to overthrow the corrupted kingdom of Galli. The Quartar family must
betray their world in order to save Galli from a brutal civil war.
From the author of Truth Be Told (formerly titled Are You Sleeping)—now an Apple TV series of the same name—comes a cautionary tale of oversharing in the social media age for fans of
Jessica Knoll and Caroline Kepnes’s You. Everyone wants new followers…until they follow you home. Audrey Miller has an enviable new job at the Smithsonian, a body by reformer Pilates, an
apartment door with a broken lock, and hundreds of thousands of Instagram followers to bear witness to it all. Having just moved to Washington, DC, Audrey busies herself impressing her new
boss, interacting with her online fan base, and staving off a creepy upstairs neighbor with the help of the only two people she knows in town: an ex-boyfriend she can’t stay away from and a
sorority sister with a high-powered job and a mysterious past. But Audrey’s faulty door may be the least of her security concerns. Unbeknownst to her, her move has brought her within striking
distance of someone who’s obsessively followed her social media presence for years—from her first WordPress blog to her most recent Instagram Story. No longer content to simply follow her
carefully curated life from a distance, he consults the dark web for advice on how to make Audrey his and his alone. In his quest to win her heart, nothing is off-limits—and nothing is private.
With “compelling, suspenseful” (Liz Nugent) prose, Kathleen Barber’s electrifying new thriller will have you scrambling to cover your webcam and digital footprints.
Diary of Thoughts: Follow You Home by Mark Edwards - A Journal for Your Thoughts About the Book is a journal designed for note-taking, designed and produced by Summary Express. With
blank, lined pages in a simplistic yet elegant design, this journal is perfect for recording notes, thoughts, opinions, and takeaways in real-time as you read. Divided into sections and parts for
easy reference, this journal helps you keep your thoughts organized. Disclaimer Notice This is a unofficial journal book and not the original book.
He was famous for telling stories. He could always make the story interesting. He had a way of seeing the best or funniest of every situation. He wrote down over 180 of his best stories in his
last few years for all his family and friends. You will laugh, and relate to the stories of childhood, school years, and growing up during the depression. From his northern New Jersey, small town
home he shares what it was like growing up in the 20's and 30's. From logging to working with horses, the stories provide a great view of the life style from that time period.
After spending the last four years at home raising her daughter, Sophie Greenwood lands her dream job at Jackdaw Books, but some problems start on the very first day and it seems as if
someone is sabotoging both her work and her life at home.
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